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The Global GreenTag Product Health Declaration™ or GreenTag PhD™ 
Communicating Product Health – is the �rst of its kind in the world.

A certification tool that proves to the world that your products are healthy and:

Interprets product toxicity data so professionals don't have to;

Uses simple easy to understand colour key to explain risk;

Identi�es risk and how it is mitigated (or not);

Promotes and recognises manufacturers willing to be 100% transparent as the 
Leaders they are; 

Provides plain language explanations of any health or environmental toxicity 
implications.

GreenTag Health Rating Level:
compares the certi�ed product 
to a 'Business as Usual' product 
that performs the same function.
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Certi�cate Currency, Product
Name and Standard version.

Scope and Limitations of the 
GreenTag PhD Service.

Transparency and Disclosure Level.

Plain English explanation of product
safety by life cycle stage.

Hazard Assessment of individual 
ingredients (Raw).

Health & Safety Assessment after 
risk analysis- site or remote audits.

Certificate Front

Certificate Back

Spectrum Graph Colour Key: 
Explains the signi�cance of each colour. 
Note: There will be no black colours in any graph  because by de�nition, BLACK represents, 
banned ingredients and no product will be certi�ed if it contains banned components above 
100ppm.

Plain English description of the health and environmental ingredient risks related to life 
cycle stage and steps taken to mitigate risks:
Declaration can be at 2 levels
LEVEL1:  Full Declaration of Ingredients  + 100% HAZARDS
LEVEL 2:  Functional Description Declaration + 100% HAZARDS

Aligned with schemes like Green Star®, WELL®, LEED®, LBC® and BREEAM®, 
a GreenTag PhD™ proves claims that products are safe for human health (and ecosystems) 
and can be used with absolute peace of mind in workplace and residential building projects - 
reducing risks for Building, Design and Procurement Professionals as well as Company 
Directors who need to discern carefully between products that support user and occupant 
health and well being compared with products that don’t.


